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nFolks redefines cutting-edge innovation with 20 patents in the domain of 
data integration and data movement.  
We take pride in successfully building and delivering training assignments 
that others may find daunting.  
  

IBM Partners  
nFolks partners extensively with IBM Expert Labs. We not only deliver IBM-built training 
courses globally, but also build our own training content for customers and partners.  

  

Assessment  
Training needs are assessed, and a personalized plan is designed to best address the 
requirement.  

 

Certification  
We are working on providing badges and certifications to users that successfully complete a 
quiz / assessment after attending our training programs.  
 

Stay Up To Date  
We constantly update our content and build new training content to be able to train customers 
and partners on latest applications and technologies.  

 

Specialists In Cp4d, WKC And DataStage Trainings  
We have successfully delivered many training assignments in the Cloud Pak for Data space. We 
were the first to build training content and deliver trainings on Watson Knowledge Catalog and 
DataStage on CP4D.  

  

The nFolks Approach  
To be able to support our customers to the best of our ability, we engage multiple proctors in a 
training assignment along with an instructor, so the participants can work with proctors if they 
need additional apart from what is being covered by the instructor.  

  

Consulting  
We not only deliver trainings but also support any consulting or development engagements. We 
have a strong SME team of highly skilled and certified data engineers, solution architects, 
platform administrators, and data scientists that can help you rapidly adapt to Cloud Pak for 
Data.  

 

Contact Us  
We can help you reach your learning goals optimizing your time and your money. For more 
information on any of our products or services please visit us at nFolksData.com  
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DataStage Modernization with nFolks Services 

We are uniquely positioned to help you achieve your goals of Data Integration 
modernization by providing our expertise to reduce risks involved thereby increasing 
overall confidence. Our Data Integration specialists assess your ETL code and 
determine which nFolks services like DataDios, SmartDiff etc. will fit for your specific 
use-case to accelerate modernization to CP4D. We support end to end which includes 
Server to Parallel conversions, migration creation of all associate components required 
for the code to run on CP4D. 

With the continuous increase in data volumes and types, enterprises must continue to 
modernize their information architectures to ensure efficient cost-effective data 
integration, the pace at which businesses modernize is unique. There is no one-size-
fit-all solution. In view of the need for self-paced modernization, IBM DataStage and 
Information Server customers can now take advantage of IBM Cloud Pak for Data by 
transforming their architecture. Apart from increasing scalability and agility, customers 
will be able to take full advantage of cloud-based technologies and services available 
on CP4D. In addition to providing a competitive advantage to an organization, this 
modernization is an effective way of improving infrastructure at a reasonable cost. 

We have an exceptional CP4D team of highly skilled and certified data engineers, 
solution architects, platform administrators, and data scientists. You can rapidly adapt 
to DataStage NextGen with help from our consulting, architecture design, 
modernization, and 
 
conversion services. Partnering with us means getting a well-put-together solution 
based on our partnerships, competencies, and certifications in the related technology 
space. With the help of our DataDios suite of product we make sure that your ETL 
code is modernized to run at its best on CP4D rather than just picking up code from its 
current platform and dumping onto CP4D.  
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Why Modernize with the nFolks team 
At nFolks, we have a team of highly skilled and certified engineers, architects, 
administrators, and data scientists who are all very motivated and experienced in 
modernizing DataStage NextGen. Our expertise with Product Engineering and our 
proprietary tools like DataDios and SmartDiff provide a great deal of automation 
minimizing the need to rewrite the code. nFolks’ engineering team gives us an edge 
over competition where we can customize or create new tailor-made automations to 
expedite the overall process. 
 
Our engineering team has extensive experience in data Transformation and Load, with 
IBM DataStage and other tools in this space. Multiple connectors and migration tools 
built from scratch showcase our expertise in this area of work. In addition, customers 
have endorsed nFolks' expertise and value add we bring in the DataStage space 
based on our knowledge and expertise with IBM tools. 
 
 

Modernization 
• Migrate from legacy InfoSphere Information Server to IBM Cloud Pak for Data. 
• Move from your On-Prem env to be a fully functional Cloud native solution. 
• Remediate your ETL as part of your overall modernization strategy involving 

migrating to a data warehouse or a data lake service in the cloud. 
• Consolidate Data Governance deployments in your datacentre by migrating 

governance framework and artifacts from multiple systems into a single 
application. 

• Migrate your Data Integration, Data Quality, Data Analysis, Data Virtualization, 
Data Governance solutions onto Cloud native applications. 

 
  

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE  
• Installation Upgrade  
• ETL migration to cloud  
• Health check  
• RDBMS / IGC to WKC conversion  
• Impact Analysis  

 


